EAST RIVER, N.Y.

BATTERY TO THROGS NECK BRIDGE

CONDITION SURVEY
CONTOURS ON THIS MAP WERE GENERATED USING THE MAP DATA SET. SURVEYS MADE ON THE DATES INDICATED AND CAN ONLY BE CONSIDERED PROJECT METADATA MAY BE VIEWED BY...
ELEVATION: 11.56' (NAVD 1988)
BENCHMARK: V 346 PID: KU1060
ELEVATION: 14.72' (NAVD 1988)

DOUBLE CLICKING ON ICON EDGE.

MEDIAN CELL, SORTED TO A 75' INTERVAL.
-MEAN LOWER LOW WATER IS 2.3-4.1 FEET BELOW NAVD88 AS DETERMINED (MLLW) [EPOCH 1983-2001].
-THE SOUNDINGS ON THIS MAP MEET EM 1110-2-1003 ACCURACY STANDARDS.